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Hi my good buddy lives gere half year and keeps bringing up the

question, how can I find some places in Vlaanderen?
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Posted by u/eimis74523 17 hours ago

How does one find brothels in Belgium.

Log In

Sign Up

Redditor_Koeln · 17h

Your “buddy” sounds shy. Great that he’s got “buddies” like you.

🥰

32  Reply Share Report Save 

eimis74523 OP · 15h

hahaha indeed I feel a bit odd doing this... I went to brothel

in NL once and can say I didn't like it too much.... never

went after that... my friend on the other hand is horny af

and he keeps talking bout it every weekend...
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Continue this thread 

malasic · 16h

In Dutch: List of red-light districts in Belgium

In English: List of red-light districts in Belgium
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EmbarrassedBlock1977 · 6h

A buddy of mine said www.redlights.be
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Finch20 · 17h

Antwerpen

Is google down? Google must be down
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michilio · 16h

Failure to integrate

www.wheretopoep.com
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eimis74523 OP · 15h

Sorry did not find anything
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Rol3ino · 17h

I’d say Tinder is cheaper, but I paid about 150 bucks for a first

date last night.
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Delicious-Ad-8833 · 16h

Flanders

Who the fuck spends a 150 bucks on a first date knowing it

might not go anywhere ?!Did you buy her the whole food

menu hahah. I hope the date went well or what a waste of

money.
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FlyingFox86 · 11h

If you need a plumber, you call a plumber. You don't match

up with a stranger online that has no qualifications and

have them do your plumbing after a few dates.
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If sex is all you want, get a professional.
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Fantastic_Ad_5137 · 16h

Hope she was a good lay cause god that is one expensive

one!
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0PPR3550R · 16h

Limburg

If you have patience, like tons of it, then yes tinder can be

something.
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Heads_Down_Thumbs_Up · 16h

World

Translation: I’m horny as fuck and haven’t had sex in fornever.

Where can I locate a decent brothel that won’t make my dick

fall off? I’m too embarrassed to ask via my anonymous reddit

account so I’ll pretend I’m asking on behalf of my friend.

Can’t help you, bro. Maybe ask Dad or Opa?
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eimis74523 OP · 15h

hahhaha I knew this would happen, but must take care of

my friend... it is a civilized question even if you decided to

get offended by it.... which is weird... as people mostly get

offended by statements and not questions...
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dabomm · 52m

Oost-Vlaanderen

Just go to redlights.be there is lots to chose from 😇
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More posts from the belgium community

robber_goosy · 50m

My friend told me Gent, Antwerpen and Brussel all have a

redlightdistrict.
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Evilbefalls · 36m

pornhub
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